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Abstract: The snow depth on Antarctic sea ice is critical to estimating the sea ice thickness distribution
from laser altimetry data, such as from Operation IceBridge or ICESat-2. Snow redistributed by wind
collects around areas of deformed ice and forms a wide variety of features on sea ice; the morphology
of these features may provide some indication of the mean snow depth. Here, we apply a textural
segmentation algorithm to classify and group similar textures to infer the distribution of snow using
snow surface freeboard measurements from Operation IceBridge campaigns over the Weddell Sea.
We find that texturally-similar regions have similar snow/ice ratios, even when they have different
absolute snow depth measurements. This allows for the extrapolation of nadir-looking snow radar
data using two-dimensional surface altimetry scans, providing a two-dimensional estimate of the
snow depth with ∼22% error. We show that at the floe scale (∼180 m), snow depth can be directly
estimated from the snow surface with ∼20% error using deep learning techniques, and that the
learned filters are comparable to standard textural analysis techniques. This error drops to ∼14%
when averaged over 1.5 km scales. These results suggest that surface morphological information
can improve remotely-sensed estimates of snow depth, and hence sea ice thickness, as compared to
current methods. Such methods may be useful for reducing uncertainty in Antarctic sea ice thickness
estimates from ICESat-2.
Keywords: sea ice; morphology; texture; segmentation; snow depth
1. Introduction
Estimating sea ice thickness from remotely-sensed data (here, snow freeboard, which is the
amount of snow and ice above water) requires either simultaneous snow depth measurements or
some assumption about the snow distribution on the sea ice. With a snow freeboard (F) and snow
depth (D), and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, the sea ice thickness (T) may be estimated for some








When estimating sea ice thickness (SIT) from large-scale snow freeboard data from laser altimetry
where no coincident observations of snow depth are available (such as from airborne campaigns
including some Operation IceBridge flights where no snow radar data is available [1], or more broadly
from satellites, e.g., ICESat [2] or ICESat-2 [3]), one must estimate snow depth independently. Common
approaches include using an empirical fit to in-situ data [4] or assuming that there is negligible ice
freeboard (i.e., all the ice has been depressed by snow cover, and so F = D in Equation (1)). This is
reasonable on a large scale (averaged over many kilometers), over which the majority of the sea
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ice surface may consist of relatively thin, undeformed ice. However, Mei et al. [5] showed that this
assumption is not valid at local scales (<100 m), especially near deformed areas, which have a variable
proportion of ice within the snow freeboard. Moreover, linear methods to convert surface elevation
to snow depth (or ice thickness) implicitly assume a constant snow/ice ratio and also constant snow
and ice densities, which may be valid when averaged over large scales but not at local scales e.g., [4,6].
To address this, Steer et al. [7] used empirical fits for two different regimes (high and low ice freeboard),
and found that there was considerable variability in the empirical fits for high ice freeboard regimes,
in particular at local (sub-kilometer) scales, suggesting that high-freeboard snow surfaces may be
morphologically complex. Steer et al. also noted that linear regressions are much better suited to
large-scale mean snow depth predictions, and speculated that sophisticated models that could estimate
the proportion of snow within the snow freeboard would improve snow depth estimates. Indeed,
most studies of snow on sea ice use large length scales (typically 12.5 km or 25 km), in order to match
the resolution of satellite-measured sea ice concentration datasets e.g., [8]. However, higher resolution
SIT estimation are not possible without better knowledge of the snow distribution.
Neither the distribution of snow, nor its relationship with the distribution of ice freeboard, is well
understood. Kwok and Maksym [9] and Mei et al. [5] found a weak correlation between snow depth
and surface roughness (standard deviation of F), which may be the result of snow being blown and
accumulating around deformed ice features. This may also be simply because both snow freeboard
and roughness, as well as snow depth and snow freeboard, are themselves correlated, especially at
large length scales e.g., [10,11]. Snow depth and snow freeboard measurements have been analyzed in
both the Arctic and Antarctic. Farrell et al. [12] showed that the uncertainty in snow depth was the
largest contributor to the uncertainty in SIT, and also noting that the snow depth over heavily ridged
(Arctic) ice was sometimes not retrievable. Kwok and Maksym [9] found that snow depths sampled in
situ may be biased due to excessively thin and thick ice not being logistically feasible to sample, while
radar-based measurements cannot resolve snow depths below 8 cm. Zhou et al. [13] recently showed
that different models for snow depth can give high variations for snow density and depth, and in
some cases this can be higher than climatology. Similarly, Mallett et al. [14] showed that assuming
a constant snow density, and hence a constant radar penetration speed, biases the snow depth estimate.
It is well known that the snow depth distribution is complex and snow features observed in situ on
sea ice suggest variations in snow depth [15–17]. Improving our understanding of small-scale snow
depth distribution would therefore greatly improve SIT estimates.
Excluding drill line studies, which are logistically constrained to ice that is easily accessed by ship
(not to mention easily drilled) e.g., [6,18], there are relatively few studies that look at the relationship
between snow depth and SIT at the sub-kilometer scale, in particular in the Antarctic. For the Arctic,
Petty et al. [19] used the Operation IceBridge (OIB) Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) altimetry
data to show that the sea ice surface topography could be related to the sea ice thickness, by using
a segmentation approach with high-resolution, three-dimensional lidar data. There have been, to date,
no analogous work for the Antarctic, although Mei et al. [5] used high-resolution (terrestrial) lidar data
to similarly demonstrate a link between the local surface topography and sea ice thickness.
For our study, we examine relationships between snow surface topography and snow depth
by combining the OIB ATM and snow radar data, as they have comparable footprints/resolutions
and are also measured concurrently. However, the snow radar data is from a nadir-looking radar
and so is measured only along-track (i.e., it is a 1-D sequence of snow depths, unlike the lidar data,
which is a 2-D collection of surface elevations). While we could simply use the intersection of these two
datasets, this would essentially discard most of the lidar data, and limit ourselves to 1-dimensional
studies by excluding any 2-D textural information in the lidar data. Moreover, there may be a sampling
bias in the OIB data [9]. This motivates an extension of the snow radar data to the full lidar range.
Mei et al. [5] showed that at local scales the ice freeboard cannot be assumed to be zero near deformed
surfaces, so a more complex characterization of snow depth is needed. It may be possible to find
relationships between surface morphology, or texture, and local snow depth distribution. If such
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textural relationships exist, this could then be used to provide an estimate of snow depth, and in turn
an improved estimate of sea ice thickness from airborne or satellite altimetry.
Textural segmentation has been a long-studied problem in computer vision e.g, [20]. A variety
of methods have been developed for this purpose, with differing advantages and disadvantages.
As the evaluation of good textural segmentation results ultimately requires comparing to the subjective
human eye, there is no single metric used to compare different methods, and as a result there is no
single best method. Popular methods to achieve textural segmentation commonly include the use of
either spatial or color-based metrics, or some combination thereof [21]. As our goal is to apply textural
segmentation to lidar scans (analogous to grayscale imagery, as it has one input channel), we focus
here on spatial metrics only.
The most common spatial metrics involve decomposing the image using some kind of
convolutional filter. This essentially decomposes the image based on multiple frequencies of interest.
Common examples include the Gabor transform [22], steerable pyramid decomposition [23,24],
and the discrete wavelet transform [25]. In the context of sea ice, textural analysis has been largely
limited to synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery for classification of the surfaces into some fixed
number of classes. This includes the use of grey level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) e.g., [26,27],
wavelet transforms e.g., [28], and neural networks e.g., [29,30]. A detailed review of the state of sea ice
classification using SAR data can be found in Zakhvatkina et al. [31]. There are few studies linking SIT
to SAR images: Kim et al. [32] found a weak linear relationship between SIT and depolarization of
return radar signatures may exist for deformed ice surfaces; Shi et al. [33] used a linear model with
various SAR parameters to predict SIT; and Zhang et al. [34] found that the thickness of undeformed
first-year ice < 0.8 m could be exponentially related to a ratio of the polarimetric scattering returns.
Convolutional neural networks have been used to estimate sea ice concentration from SAR imagery [35].
However, SAR data is better suited for classification of sea ice types (e.g., with a convolutional neural
network [35]) than for SIT estimation due to the ambiguity of the backscatter [36], and is not sensitive
to snow depth.
Deep learning techniques can also be applied to predicting snow depths based of remotely-sensed
data. Liu et al. [37] used an ensemble-based deep neural network using brightness temperature from
passive microwave radiometry to predict snow depths with higher accuracy than linear regressions.
Mei et al. [5] used a convolutional neural network to predict sea ice thickness, and showed that this
method could be applied to predict local snow depth as well.
The aims of this paper are to show that snow distribution on sea ice may be characterized
texturally using the snow freeboard spatial variability, allowing the estimation of snow depth when
no direct measurement is available. Here, we show this by using textural information to extrapolate
the spatially-limited snow depth data from the OIB snow radar. These area-averaged snow depths
are then modelled using a convolutional neural network (ConvNet) that predicts the snow depth
given an input lidar (snow freeboard) window. We compare the generalization of the ConvNet on
a different dataset from a different year with a linear regression between F and D. We then examine
our texturally-based snow depth estimates to the OIB measurements to estimate the sampling bias
in the OIB snow depth dataset. We then use our snow depth estimates to estimate the uncertainty in
predicting SIT using the OIB snow freeboard data
2. Data and Preprocessing
The main source of data for this work are the Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) L1B elevation
datasets and the Snow Radar L1B radar echo strength profiles, both available from the National Snow
and Ice Data Center (www.nsidc.org). The snow depths are computed from the radar echograms
following Kwok and Maksym [9]. We focus specifically on Weddell Sea flights from 28 October 2010
and 17 October 2016 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flight tracks for the OIB data used in this study. Data is publicly available from the National
Snow and Ice Data Center.
The ATM surface elevation data consists of a conically-scanning laser altimeter with a footprint of
∼1 m, swath width of ∼250 m, vertical precision/accuracy of 3 cm/6.6 cm and shot spacing of a few
meters [38]. Before the snow surface can be analyzed, the ellipsoid-referenced (World Geodetic System
1984) surface elevations must first be adjusted for the local sea surface height. This is done by using
a reference geoid (EGM2008), which is accurate to a few meters, and then fine-tuned using nearby
areas of open water (leads). This is further described in Section 2.1.
The OIB snow depth measurements are collected using a frequency-modulated continuous-wave
snow radar [39]. This type of radar has been demonstrated in one field study to accurately retrieve
snow depth [40]. The footprint is ∼7 m, with ∼1 m along-track resolution, though the effective
resolution is 5.6 m due to decimation and boxcar-filtering of the signal [41]. More details can be found
in Kwok and Maksym [9], Panzer et al. [39].
2.1. Snow Freeboard Data
The lidar ATM ellipsoid-referenced elevations are first converted into local lead-referenced snow
surface freeboards. To do this, we first subtract the geoid (EGM-2008 at 1 minute resolution), and then
we use local lead elevations as references. Identifying leads in the lidar altimetry is difficult, with various
algorithms proposed. As presented in Kurtz [1], Onana et al. [42] used coincident camera imagery to
look for leads directly, with extra filters to remove clouds and shadows. Kwok and Maksym [9] used
the raw reflectivity data to isolate leads, which have lower reflectivity than ice. Wang et al. [43] found
that in the absence of lead detections, using the lowest 0.2% percentile elevation values of the lidar
freeboard gives a reasonable approximation to the lead elevation, when taking large (30 km) segments.
These lead-referenced surface elevations, hence called ‘snow freeboard’ measurements, can then be
combined with measured or assumed snow depths to estimate sea ice thickness.
Leads are identified using the Digital Mapping System onboard the OIB flights that takes
synchronous digital imagery while the lidar/radar are operating [44]. The method is similar to
the SILDAMS algorithm presented by Onana et al. [42]. We use just the grayscale imagery, and identify
the peaks corresponding to open water, gray ice, and white ice, and then find the corresponding
lidar points in each area (noting that some images may not have all three of these). An example is
shown in Figure 2. We also exclude shadows and clouds from the lead detection, and manually verify
the detected leads. A list of lead elevations and their longitude/latitude are compiled, and then the
geoid-corrected ATM data is referenced to the local sea surface height. The local sea surface height is
determined by an inverse-distance weighted elevation for all the leads within ±5 km. This distance is
chosen in order to be within the first baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation (∼10 km at polar latitudes)
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for a given point, which is the typical length scale of eddies that create nonlinear perturbations on the
sea surface height [45]. If there are not at least two leads identified within a ± 5 km, the lidar point is
discarded. The lidar is interpolated onto a grid with 1 m spacing using natural neighbor [46], and then
windowed into 180 m × 180 m windows for later use in deep learning. Lidar points over water are
masked and discarded from analysis, as there are relatively few returns which can introduce artifacts
into the interpolation. These were excluded by identifying windows that had lead-referenced snow
freeboards at the 3rd percentile of 0.0 m or lower. Lidar points with snow freeboard greater than 5 m
are also excluded, as these are likely to be low-lying clouds or icebergs. Our lead accuracy is typically
better than 3 cm, which is comparable to other studies like Kwok and Kacimi [8].
Figure 2. An example of the lead-finding algorithm. The DMS camera imagery is shown with the lidar
points overlain. The lidar swath is approximately 250 m across-track. The lidar points that are within
the lead are circled in red, and their distribution shown in the bottom panel. The elevations have been
geoid-corrected from the OIB L1B-ATM data. Note the distribution of lead elevations is approximately
Gaussian (best Gaussian fit shown in blue).
2.2. Snow Radar Data
Snow depths are retrieved from the OIB L1B Radar Echo Strength Profiles [47]. The radar returns
are processed to find the signal peaks, and carefully checked to exclude the effects of sidelobes [48,49].
To account for the different travel speed of electromagnetic waves in snow, the return paths were scaled
using the first-order approximation of the relationship between vc (the ratio of its speed compared to
the speed of light in vacuum) and density ρ (g cm−3), vc =
1√
2ρ+1
[50]. Taking a typical density of
300 kg m−3 following studies like Massom et al. [51], Arndt and Paul [52], this gives vc = 0.79. For our
two datasets, 34–36% of the radar returns were successfully processed into snow depths. This may
introduce sampling bias; see Section 5.1 for more details. The average number of successful snow
radar returns is 14 per 180 m, or equivalently an average spacing of 12.5 m between returns.
3. Methods
3.1. Textural Segmentation of Snow Surface
Our textural segmentation approach is based on the assumption that distinct sea ice types within
a local region will have similar morphology, and will have experienced similar snow deposition
conditions. For example, thicker ice of a similar age with similar ridge distribution that are nearby each
other will likely have accumulated similar amounts of snowfall, and winds will have redistributed
and shaped the snow cover on these floes in similar ways. Thinner young ice nearby would have
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a different growth and deformation regime, and accumulated a different snow depth distribution.
A good example would be for a large floe that has subsequently broken into many smaller floes,
with younger ice forming in the open water between the older floes. Similar assumptions were used in
a simpler earlier study to extrapolate in-situ snow depths to a larger area Worby et al. [53].
Each lidar input (180 × 180 at 1 m resolution) is first normalized by the maximum snow freeboard
in the window, to become an integer between 0–255. We use square windows so that these may also be
used with deep learning methods described in Section 3.2. This essentially turns the lidar scans into
grayscale imagery. From this, the local entropy is calculated, using a circular structuring element of
size 10. However, it is still important to consider the characteristics of the snow freeboard values before
normalization. For the lidar elevation measurements, the mean and standard deviation (computed
on the non-normalized data, to preserve the effect of variations in freeboard among segments) have
already been mentioned as relevant statistics: extending these to higher orders gives the skew and
kurtosis. We use the linearized versions of these statistics, called the L-skew and L-kurtosis, which are
more robust to outliers [54]. Outliers, in this scenario, would be extreme snow freeboard measurements,
such as the sails of pressure ridges or extremely high snow depths. The skew is a measure of the
asymmetry of the distribution, which is linked to how texturally uniform (or not) the snow surface
is. The kurtosis is a measure of the ‘tailedness’ of a distribution, which may link to the proportion of
deformation within a window.
We convolve a set of 20 Gabor filters with each window in order to distinguish different textural
areas. The filters are oriented at 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees, corresponding to wavelengths 2.8–45 m,
with Gaussian kernels of size 11, standard deviation 7, zero phase offset and uniform spatial aspect.
These hyperparameters were selected by manual experimentation. The filtered images are then passed
through a nonlinear transducer (essentially a sigmoidal activation function using hyperbolic tangent)
to accentuate high-activation areas, following Jain and Farrokhnia [55], and Gaussian-smoothed (kernel
size 15). Filtered images with a low variance (below 0.0001) are discarded. The resulting feature vector
consists of the filtered images and x and y coordinates of each pixel. Similar textures should have similar
activations, and so the feature vector can be clustered using k-means clustering with a fixed number
of clusters (here, we use 6, again manually chosen). We then look for contiguous segments (some of
which may have the same cluster label) by using a standard open-source contour-finding method from
Suzuki and Abe [56] implemented in OpenCV. Then, for each contour (segment), the neighboring
segments are found, and their mean entropy and L-kurtosis are computed. These metrics were chosen
by manually classifying 2000 images and using a decision tree to identify the most relevant metrics for
distinguishing snow features from deformed ice. If the mean entropies of a segment and its neighbor
are within 2.5%, and/or if the L-kurtosis are within 2%, then they are merged. Then, all segments are
assigned a unique label. Small windows (less than 1% of the lidar window size) are erased and their
pixels are ‘absorbed’ by their nearest neighbors. This is repeated until there are no more segments
that can be merged. This process is summarized in Figure 3 and illustrated in Figure 4. We can now
identify the segments that have snow depth measurements.
For each snow depth D within some segment, we work out the mean snow freeboard of the
surrounding 7 m × 7 m lidar window (even if this window crosses into another segment), and take
this mean value as F. We chose 7 m in order to match the snow depth footprint size. We then work
out the F/D ratio. This essentially is a more complex version of Steer et al. [7], who used different
empirical linear fits to different ice freeboard regimes. Then, all the ratios from each snow point are
combined, and the maximum, minimum and average ratios are stored. The ‘average’ ratio here is
defined as the harmonic mean, to prevent high F/D ratios (from ridges) from skewing the (arithmetic)
mean high. The harmonic mean is generally preferred over the arithmetic mean when comparing
ratios: this will be examined in Section 4.1.
To work out the extrapolated snow depth estimate for a given segment, we first compute the
mean entropy, mean L-kurtosis, mean elevation and standard deviation for all segments. Then,
for the target segment, we work out the average absolute difference in these four metrics for all
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other nearby (within a ±10 km range) segments. For this average, we use the geometric mean to
account for the different scales of these metrics. All segments that are within a similarity threshold
are identified. Their mean/max/min F/D ratios are compiled, and the average mean/max/min
ratios are computed (as a weighted harmonic mean, weighted by similarity and also number of snow
measurements in that segment. This ensures that segments with more snow measurements, and/or
higher similarity, are weighted higher). The mean elevation of the target segment is divided by this
(harmonically-)meaned ratio to determine the ‘true’ mean snow elevation of that segment. If there
are at least 9 snow points amongst the identified nearby ‘similar’ segments, then the extrapolation is
deemed a ‘successful completion’. An example for this is shown in the Appendix A.
Figure 3. Flowchart summarizing the textural segmentation process.
Figure 4. Example of the textural segmentation algorithm. The 180 m × 180 m lidar window (A) is
normalized, essentially making it like a grayscale (i.e., monochrome) image. This is segmented using
Gabor filters (B). The image entropy (C) and L-kurtosis (D) of each segment is shown; ‘similar’ ones are
merged together recursively until a final segmentation (E) is obtained. The segments, along with the
snow depth measurements (diamonds) are shown in (F). We deliberately choose to over-segment in (B),
as it is easy to merge small segments. More examples of the segmentation algorithm are shown in (G).
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In order to test the accuracy of this method, we first use only segments that contain snow radar
measurements. For each segment, we compute the estimated mean snow depth using the extrapolation
algorithm applied to that segment (and excluding that segment itself from the list of possible matches).
We compare this estimate to the ‘true’ segment mean snow depth, which is computed as the segment
mean F scaled by the harmonic mean of all F/D ratios taken at all snow depth measurement locations
in that segment. We call this the ‘true’ mean snow depth, in contrast to the ‘raw’ mean snow depth
which is just the (potentially biased) mean of all snow measurements in that segment. A variety of
similarity thresholds were chosen; higher thresholds lead to more successful completions but higher
errors. For all thresholds, using the weighted raw mean led to higher error than copying the F/D
ratio instead. The proportion of successful completions is heavily affected by the chosen similarity
threshold: higher thresholds allow more dissimilarity between ‘matched’ segments, which increases
the completion rate. We chose a similarity threshold of 0.03, increasing in increments of 0.005 until
0.05, and keeping the threshold once at least nine snow points were being used for the extrapolation.
This resulted in a 97% completion rate, a mean/median absolute error of 11.0 cm/6.6 cm, and a
mean/median relative error of 39.1%/23.2%. It is important to note that these errors are an upper
bound on the actual error, as the mean of the raw snow depths may not be an accurate estimate of
the actual mean snow depth in that segment. This is particularly true for segments that have high
snow depth variance but few radar observations, such as around large, deformed areas that have
few snow depth measurements. If we only check the error for segments that have 9 or more snow
depth measurements,which increases the likelihood that the sampled mean snow depth provides a
reasonable estimate of the actual mean snow depth in that target segment, then the mean/median
relative errors drop to 22.5%/16.4% and the mean/median absolute errors to 8.5 cm/5.6 cm.
Note that the harmonic mean F/D ratio is not the same as taking the ratio of the mean elevation
and mean snow depth within a given floe segment. This is because the snow depths may be biased (in
particular when the snow cover is too low to return), and also because the snow samples all fall on a
fixed line, which may not be necessarily representative of the segment. In particular, we know that
mean snow depths are biased high because the peak-finding algorithm does not return a snow depth
when the snow is too thin (<7 cm). Taking the mean ratio attempts to address this bias, but still requires
the assumption that the measured snow depths have a similar F/D distribution to the unmeasured
snow depths. For comparison, we also apply the extrapolation algorithm to estimating the raw mean
snow depth. The algorithm is the same, though instead of taking the weighted harmonic mean of the
F/D ratios, we take a weighted arithmetic mean of the raw mean snow depths, again weighted by the
number of samples per segment and the similarity. This gave slightly higher errors (mean/median:
25.5%/18.6%) than using the F/D ratio, again taking the error of segments with at least nine snow
measurements only.
3.2. ConvNet for Learning Mean Snow Depth
The previous sections presented a technique to estimate snow depths over a larger region given
a small number of measurements based on snow surface texture. However, we now attempt to use deep
learning to see if snow depth can be predicted directly from this snow surface texture only. To do this,
we apply a convolutional neural network (ConvNet), as this is optimized to identify spatial features.
This builds on our previous work which demonstrated this was effective in predicting snow and ice
thickness at small scales [5]. Our ConvNet architecture is shown in Figure 5. As this is a regression
problem, we used a mean squared error loss function. The inputs consist of 180 × 180 lidar windows.
The true mean snow depths used for learning are the window-averaged ones as determined from the
prior analysis. This provides a more robust mean snow depth estimate than the radar observations on
their own when there are few snow depth observations, or when they may be biased by sampling only
certain snow and ice regimes within the window. The learning rate was 8 × 10−4, which gradually
decreased to 7.2 × 10−5. The optimizer used was Adam [57] with weight decay of 10−5, and the
activation function was SELU [58]. Each of four convolutional layers was implemented with a stride
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of 2, so that the data would be sub-sampled (in lieu of max-pooling). Two fully-connected layers were
used in the final layers, to predict the mean snow depth of the input. 80% of the windows for the
2010 flight, randomly sampled, were used as the training set, and the remaining 20% were used as
the validation set. The 2016 flight (the test set) provides a separate data set with different statistics
that can be used to evaluate the efficacy of a ConvNet developed for one region or season against an
independent dataset. As such, it can provide a measure of the ConvNet’s ability to generalize learned
features to new datasets, which may allow it to detect variability in snow depth for other datasets,
including those that lack snow depth observations.
Figure 5. Architecture for the ConvNet [59].
4. Results
The relationship between D and F does not necessarily appear to be one-to-one. In Figure 6,
we see the risk of using a mean snow value as a function of F: at high freeboards, the snow depth
is likely to be either equal or nearly equal to snow freeboard or independent to snow freeboard, and
using a mean value for local snow depth predictions will therefore always be wrong. For larger scale
averaged snow measurements, an average measurement may be acceptable, but strictly speaking,
this average should be weighted by the occurence of the two different regimes (D = F and D is
independent of F). This is naturally very influenced by sampling bias. The bimodality of the higher-F
data also motivates the use of deep learning or other methods that can distinguish the different D
values that may be associated with a high F.
Figure 6. A histogram showing the point density for different F and D values. F is binned at 3.3 cm
and D is binned at 3.7 cm. The F = D line is shown in red, and the mean value of D for each F bin is
shown with the blue line. This can be used as a interpolating empirical function for determining D,
i.e., f (F) = D e.g., [9]. At higher F values, the mean D may give a biased estimate of the snow depth as
the true distribution is bimodal.
4.1. Extrapolated Snow Depths
The mean of all snow depth measurements for the 2010 dataset, assuming an average snow
density of 300 kg m−3, is 37.7 cm (σ = 29.1 cm). The mean F corresponding to these points is 83.7 cm
(σ = 49.4 cm). However, the overall mean F for the entire set of lead-referenced snow freeboards
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(not just those with D measurements) is 72.6 cm (σ = 53.6). This is suggestive of a sampling bias, as will
be explored in Section 5.1. Assuming that the F/D ratio is the same for these two samples, this suggests
that the true unbiased mean snow depth is closer to 32.7 cm. Using an empirical functional fit f (F) = D
(for the mean snow depth for some given F as shown in Figure 6), f (72.6 cm) = 34.3 cm. The mean
snow depth of the set of snow depth measurements that are contained within lidar windows is 38.2 cm.
This is higher than the overall mean, likely because the lidar windows exclude any image with too
much open water, where thin ice and thin snow are more likely to be found. If the (harmonic) mean
F/D ratio for all corresponding snow points is applied to the mean F (76.0 cm) of the corresponding
segments, the mean snow depth is 34.2 cm. This is slightly lower than taking the arithmetic mean
of D (38.2 cm), in part because the snow depths do not sample thin snow (<7 cm) which likely have
lower F. If applying the best empirical functional fit for snow depth (following the methodology of
Kwok and Maksym [9]), the mean snow depth corresponding to F = 76.0 cm is 36.0 cm. Both the F/D
ratio and empirical function suggest that the mean of the snow depth measurements is biased high,
by 2–4 cm (around 10%). See Section 5.1 for further discussion of the biases in the snow data.
We find that both copying D and copying F/D lead to good accuracy in the overall survey-wide
mean snow depth, within a few mm. Copying F/D has a lower mean relative error (MRE) of 22.5%
than copying D directly (25.5%), and also a lower mean absolute error (F/D: 8.5 cm; D: 9.4 cm).
We therefore use F/D ratios for extrapolating the snow depths to those off-nadir segments that have
no snow depths. As an additional advantage, using the F/D ratio accounts for the sampling bias for
D just discussed. We have scaled the mean F/D ratio for each segment by 1/0.97, to correct for the
tendency of the harmonic mean to slightly underestimate the true mean as shown in Figure 7. Note
that our algorithm only looks for similar segments within 10 km, as we found that the error would
increase along with a higher completion rate if we looked for similar segments in the full flight (mean
error: 25.2%). We also tried looking for textural matches in the 2016 dataset to extrapolate the 2010
dataset, as a test of whether textural similarity generalized across datasets. This had slightly higher
error (mean: 28.4%), suggesting the existence of common textural features for the same region/season
but different years. Doing the reverse of this, i.e., extrapolating the 2016 dataset using the 2010 dataset,
gave a similar, although slightly worse, mean error of 30.8%.
Figure 7. The convergence of the harmonic and arithmetic means, vs. the ‘true’ mean ((mean F)/(mean
D)), averaged over 58 segments that spanned at least 4.5 km. There is a tendency for the harmonic
mean to slightly underestimate the true mean ratio by 3%.
4.2. ConvNet Results
Results are summarized in Figure 8. The ConvNet had a lower training, validation and testing
error than a corresponding linear regression fit to the F and D data. This is likely due to the
ConvNet learning more advanced metrics and implicitly learning different F/D ratios, whereas
a linear regression assumes one overall mean F/D ratio. More analysis regarding the ConvNet
performance is given in Section 5.
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Figure 8. Training, validation and test results for predicting snow depth (averaged over a 180 × 180 m
window) with a ConvNet. The training/validation sets are randomly sampled from the 28 October
2010 dataset, and the test set is the 17 October 2016 dataset. The linear fit is fitted to the training
set only, and then applied to the validation and test sets. The resulting snow depth distributions
for each model is shown in the right panels. For comparison with other studies that use RMS error,
our training/validation/testing RMS errors are 4.6/5.9/4.4 cm.
Figure 9 shows the ConvNet and linear model results, as well as the raw (measured),
window-averaged and extrapolated snow depths. When there are many raw points of a similar
snow depth (e.g., near x = 2.5 km), the surface is likely fairly uniform and the radar-sampled snow
depths are likely an unbiased sample of the true snow depth of the lidar window. The extrapolated
snow depth (red) and raw mean (green) therefore are in good agreement. In contrast, near ridges,
the measured snow depths have a greater vertical variability (e.g., the peak near x = 1.1 km has a
snow depth of 0.9 m). For this example, the raw mean snow depth (green) exceeding the raw mean
snow freeboard (black) is suggestive of a sampling bias, and in any case indicates that the mean of
the raw snow depth measurements should not be taken as the true mean snow depth of the window.
The snow depth samples are likely biased by the deep snow around the ridge, which may only be
a minority of the surface, and so the raw mean snow depth (green) is higher than the extrapolated
snow depth (red). Possible biases are discussed in greater detail in Section 5.1. Another point to note is
that the linear model for snow depth necessarily assumes that similar (mean) freeboards have similar
(mean) snow depths. In Figure 9, because the mean freeboards vary narrowly between 0.26–0.48 m,
the linear estimate of the windowed snow depth also has a narrow range, of 0.15–0.24 m. In contrast,
the raw and extrapolated snow means both have a higher range, of 0.11–0.34 m and 0.08–0.28 m
respectively, which is matched by the ConvNet estimate of 0.08–0.27 m. The linear estimate has on
average higher errors for predicting the snow depth at each window along this flight track (32% vs. 23%
for the ConvNet). Similarly, the linear estimate has worse performance when estimating the extrapolated
mean snow depth (15.5 cm) along the entire 5 km flight track (linear: 18.9 m, 22% error; ConvNet:
17.3 cm, 12% error).
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Figure 9. An example flight segment from the 2016 dataset. Top panel: the snow depths (red dots) and
snow freeboard (lidar swath). Bottom panel: the snow freeboard (black solid line) and snow depth
measurements (green points), along with their meaned values within a lidar window (black and green
dotted lines). Also shown is the extrapolated snow depths (red, for the entire width of the lidar scan,
instead of just the snow radar footprint), and the predicted snow depths using a linear model and
a ConvNet (orange and blue respectively—in both cases, trained/fitted on the 2010 dataset). Note that
the raw snow freeboard (solid black line) are for the 9 m window of the snow radar footprint, whereas
the mean snow freeboard (dotted black line) is for the corresponding 180 m lidar window. For the linear
model, the mean relative error of this segment is 32%; for the ConvNet, it is 23%. The (extrapolated)
mean snow depth for the 5 km segment is 15.5 cm; the ConvNet predicts 17.3 cm (12% error) and the
linear fit predicts 18.9 cm (22% error). The mean of the raw snow depths (green) is 17.3 cm, which is
coincidentally the same value as our ConvNet average, though it is likely biased high due to the 2–4 cm
sampling bias for large-scale snow depths that was first mentioned in Section 4.1.
5. Discussion
5.1. Effectiveness of Segment Texture-Matching
Snow depths corresponding to successfully matched segments are typically lower than the overall
average. This is shown in Figure 10, which shows the distribution of the snow depth and freeboard for
completed and non-completed segments. However, of the segments that are completed, the estimated
mean from textural matching is very close, within 0.01 cm of the true mean. This is not the case if using
the empirical function from Figure 6, which predicts a mean snow depth of 36.0 cm, which is 2.4 cm
higher than the true mean. This is likely because, as shown in Figure 6, the relationship between F and
D is not bijective, and at higher F values, the value for D may be bimodal: high snow freeboards may
be thick snow dunes or deformed ice with little snow. If these regimes are texturally distinguishable,
then the textural matching would lead to the right regime being picked, as opposed to always applying
the average snow depth. One could use a weighted average of the two regimes in Figure 6 to work
out the true survey mean snow depth, but this is highly subject to sampling bias (as thin snow has
fewer returns). High-F segments are less likely to be texturally matched than low-F segments, perhaps
because there are fewer such samples in general, and perhaps also because extremely rough ice reduces
the number of successful snow radar returns e.g., [48]. This may lead to our estimated mean snow
depth being biased slightly lower. However, as shown in Figure 10, our extrapolated snow distribution
compares very well to the true snow distribution, and the estimate of the mean snow depth is only
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0.01 cm lower. We can therefore be confident that the extrapolation algorithm, in and of itself, does not
induce a significant bias.
Figure 10. The distribution of true (red) and extrapolated (blue) mean snow depths D for successful
and unsuccessful (orange) textural matches, for all segments that contain snow depth data (i.e., on the
snow line), and the snow depth distribution of all successful extrapolations of those segments that did
not have snow depth measurements (green). The mean segment D for all segments on the snow line
that were successfully extrapolated (red dot) is 33.59 cm; the extrapolated mean (blue dot) is 33.60 cm;
for non-completions (orange dot) it is 51.70 cm. The extrapolated mean snow depth for all segments
that have no snow depth measurements (green dot) is 28.96 cm. The true mean snow depth of the snow
line, with both completions and non-completions, is 34.2 cm (not shown).
There is another bias, one that results from the sampling of the snow depths due to thin snow
being excluded. Our algorithm attempts to address this sampling bias, but it is not known if using
the F/D ratio instead accounts for the entire sampling bias correctly. This is also shown in Figure 10
(green and blue lines). By comparing the distributions of the completions that do and do not have
snow depths, we can see if segments that have an observed snow depth have different statistical
properties to those that do not (which includes both segments that, if the radar flew over them, would
have a snow depth and those that would not). This is effectively comparing whether the snow depth
distribution where the radar was able to resolve the snow depth is different from the snow depth
distribution in locations where it cannot. Their mean snow depth estimates are 33.6 and 29.0 cm
respectively, suggesting a sampling bias of ∼+5 cm. This is in line with our finding from Section 4.1,
which found that the mean snow depth was biased low by 2–4 cm because the mean F was slightly
larger for snow depth sampling points than for the rest of the lidar scan and noting that larger F tends
to be associated with larger D.
For the completions (27,921 segments), 50% (13,971 segments) have a snow depth, but for the
non-completions (2049 segments), 35% (720 segments) had snow depths. As seen in Figure 10,
the non-completions have a much higher mean F than the completions. This is in line with the
non-completions having a higher average F (and D), as the rougher surfaces are fewer in number
(i.e., harder to match), have greater variability (i.e., also harder to match), and are less likely to have
a snow depth return [12]. This is consistent with our earlier finding that the extrapolated snow depths
may be slightly biased low. Thus, there are two potential biases in the snow radar data: it is less likely
to sample very deep snow in rough deformed ice, but also less likely to sample very thin snow. These
biases will partially offset each other so the overall sample bias is low. However, the proportion of
high snow freeboard is relatively low compared to the proportion of thin snow for this dataset, and so
the net result is the raw mean snow depth is biased high, as we find. The bias from OIB may still be
considerably less than in situ sampling. Our deepest snow depths are deeper than typically measured
in situ on selected floes e.g., [51,52], in line with findings from Kwok and Kacimi [8].
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The segment-matching algorithm has a trade-off between completion rate and accuracy. Higher
completion rates imply extrapolating with lower-quality matches, which increase the uncertainty in
the extrapolation. We noticed that ‘local’ matches (i.e., closer segments) give lower error estimates,
but at the cost of a lower completion rate. The median relative error of using a ±5 km search grid for
the textural matches is 23.6%; for ±10 km is 23.7%; using the full flight is 26.9 %. This is consistent
with our assumption that nearby ice floes with similar morphology will have experiences similar snow
deposition regimes. However, using a different flight entirely (e.g., extrapolating the 2010 dataset
using the 2016 dataset) gave a MRE of 28.2 % and a completion rate of 99.8%. This implies that textural
features show some similarity across different years in the same region, although there is enough
variation that the errors from using data from different years are slightly higher. This may mean
that relationships between surface texture and snow depth exhibit universal or regional behavior.
As such, this technique might be effective broadly around the Antarctic, although this needs to be
confirmed with data from different regions that experienced different snow and ice regimes, such as
the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas.
Our average F/D ratio of 2.0–2.2 is much higher than (although technically within error of) an
equivalent Weddell Sea dataset from Polarstern 1988 (presented in Ozsoy-Cicek et al. [6]), which had
F/D = 1.12 (±0.9). However, their data is from an in-situ drill line, which naturally is biased towards
thinner ice (lower F) for typical ice conditions during this season (spring). This further suggests that
drill line data may not be fully representative of the range of sea ice conditions needed to derive
satellite ice thickness estimation algorithms. However, we note that there are no co-located in-situ
snow depths on Antarctic sea ice to validate the OIB radar data, and it is possible that the radar
underestimates true snow depth, although limited comparison does not suggest this is likely [9].
5.2. ConvNet Analysis
It is clear that the ConvNet performs well and is able to predict, with good generalization on the
test set, mean snow depths. The mean test error of 20% is unlikely to be able to be reduced further,
as the input data (extrapolated snow depths) themselves had a mean error of 22.5% (per segment-this
is likely to be reduced when averaging over multiple lidar windows). We noticed that the reverse
scenario (training on 2016 data and testing on 2010 data) gave comparable, although slightly worse
results (test MRE: 27%). This is in line with our finding from Section 4.1 that the snow extrapolation
was slightly worse for using the 2010 dataset to extrapolate the 2016 dataset than vice versa. It is
possible that the features contained within the 2010 dataset are a superset of those contained within the
2016 dataset, and hence the snow extrapolation/ConvNet using the 2016 dataset as a basis is unable to
fully capture the variability of the 2010 dataset.
To give us an idea of what the trained ConvNet is basing its prediction on, we look at examples of
the learned filters for the first three convolutional layers (Figure 11). The first two layers appear to
correspond to common filters in computer vision for edge detection and textural analysis e.g., [60],
which would detect linear types such as ridges or boundaries between morphological regimes.
The filters in the third layer are likely to be textural components (patterns), possibly snow dunes on
level ice, or rubble fields.
One strength of the ConvNet over linear fits is its ability to predict the snow depth accurately
at lower length scales. Figure 12 shows the error distributions when taking mean snow depths over
segments of 1.5, 5, 10 and 25 km scales. In all cases, the total length of segments spanned by the
segments exceeded 1000 km. As the length scale increases, the linear fit approaches the ConvNet,
and both errors decrease. This is expected as the linear fit to the training data includes the many
different surface types, and at such large length scales the variability in snow depths given some
snow freeboard is low enough that linear fits are comparable. But at the smaller scales, the ConvNet
performs much better, with fewer large errors. This is encouraging for the possibility of using a similar
technique to improve snow depth and sea ice thickness estimation at smaller scales from ICESat-2.
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Figure 11. Learned weights for convolutional filters within the first three convolutional layers. The first
layer has basic gradients (with some noise), corresponding to edge detection. The second layer looks
very similar to steerable pyramid kernels for G1 and G2 in Freeman and Adelson [60], which correspond
to the first and second derivatives of a Gaussian function. The third layer is presumably complex
textural components, which are harder to interpret.
Figure 12. Relative error distribution of estimating the mean snow depths, at various length scales,
using the linear/ConvNet models fitted to the training set (2010 OIB dataset), and applied to the test
set (2016 OIB dataset). The vertical lines show the mean relative error for the corresponding model.
The ConvNet is consistently better than the linear fit, though the difference becomes less prominent as
the segment size increases. The mean relative and absolute error for the ConvNet with 1.5 km segments
are 14.0% and 2.9 cm.
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5.3. Implications for SIT Estimates
Ultimately, an improved estimate of snow depth will permit an improved estimate of SIT. Here,
we evaluate whether our technique to estimate snow depth might be sufficient to accurately estimate
Antarctic SIT without an independent estimate of snow depth. The first-order uncertainty in estimating
sea ice thickness (εT) given laser altimetry (snow freeboard, F) and snow depth measurements (D),



























Using the mean F and D values from our 1.5 km segments of 0.44 m and 0.22 m respectively,





D + 4.07× 10−6ε2ρs
+ 2.62× 10−3ε2ρw + 6.01× 10
−4ε2ρi
(3)
Our mean relative error of 14.0% for snow depth of the 1.5 km segments gives εD = 0.033 m.
We take a typical estimate of the seawater density variability of ±1 kg m−3. We take ερs = 50 kg m−3,
following Kwok and Maksym [9], which was based on variability in large-scale average snow depths
observed in different regions and years [15]. The uncertainty from snow freeboard is likely due to the
lead height accuracy, as well as the range resolution of the lidar. Over a 1.5 km segment, there are
sufficient points that the range resolution of the lidar itself contributes little uncertainty. However,
the lead height uncertainty (typically 3 cm, [9]) also contributes to the uncertainty. If there are two
leads, each with RMS error 3 cm, then assuming the errors are distributed normally, the uncertainty
of their average is 3√
2
= 2.1 cm. As the local sea surface height is a weighted average of the nearby
leads (in our case, inverse-distance weighting), the resulting variance is a weighted sum of each
variance (for simplicity, we assume all leads have RMS error 3 cm), with the weights summed in
quadrature. Working this out for all our lidar windows gives a weighted average variance of 0.54σ2,
which gives a snow freeboard uncertainty of εF =
√
0.54× 3.0 = 1.6 cm. The density of sea ice is
a large source of uncertainty, due to the variable porosity of sea ice (and that the pores may be filled
with either seawater, as is typical for first-year ice, or air, as is typical for multi-year ice), and variable
(and unknown) macroporosity (space between rubble blocks) of ridges. We take the uncertainty
in sea ice density as ερi = 20 kg m
−3 for first year ice following Maksym and Markus [62] (note,
this would be considerably higher if we consider that the ice may be multiyear, summer sea ice,
or ridges may be unconsolidated).
Putting these values into Equation (3), we have:
ε2T = 88.3× 0.0162 + 44.1× 0.0332 + 4.07× 10−6 × 502
+ 2.62× 10−3 × 12 + 6.01× 10−4 × 202
= 0.023 + 0.048 + 0.010 + 0.003 + 0.240
εT = 0.57 m
(4)
From Equation (1), T = 2.79± 0.57 m and so our relative uncertainty in estimating SIT is 20%.
This uncertainty is dominated by the term corresponding to ερi . Excluding this, the contributions from
ερs , εF and εD are similar, and the contribution from ερw is negligible.
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Our average values for F and T compare well to Yi et al. [63], which looked at the Weddell Sea
from October-December (their range for F: 0.33–0.41, T: 2.10–2.59). Our values are slightly higher than
theirs, possibly because the OIB flights take place in October, when the F and T values may be slightly
higher than in December (summer).
6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the viability of extrapolating snow depth measurements from
nadir-looking (1-dimensional) radar datasets from Operation IceBridge, by texturally segmenting
the high-resolution lidar scan of the snow freeboard and then matching texturally-similar areas.
We find that the ratio of the snow freeboard F and snow depth D, applied to the segment mean F,
is a better predictor of the true segment mean snow depth than just copying in D values from these
texturally-similar segments. This is likely because the freeboard provides a physical constraint on the
snow depth. But it may also be indicative of a sampling bias present in the radar snow depths. We find
evidence of a sampling bias in the snow depth data from OIB, which gives an overall bias of around
+2–4 cm for the mean snow depth. This is likely because thin snow depths are not resolved by the
snow radar, consistent with findings from Kwok and Maksym [9]. Our extrapolations for the snow
depth have ∼22% error at 180 m scale by extrapolating from nearby floes. However, this error is only
slightly larger (∼28%)if extrapolating from a completely different dataset. This suggests that there
may be regional, or perhaps even generalizable relationships between surface texture and snow depth,
although this needs to be evaluated for datasets from different regions and seasons.
Using this data, we show that the snow depth at 180 m scale can be predicted directly from the
snow freeboard data using a convolutional neural network (ConvNet). The learned filters appear
to correspond to standard textural analysis techniques, which suggests that there is a relationship
between snow surface texture and snow depth. The error when applied to a different dataset from
a different year is 20%, suggesting that there is, at least for the Weddell Sea, a connection between
the texture of the snow surface and the snow depth. The 20% error (at 180 m scale) for our ConvNet
may be irreducible as the snow depth data that it is being trained on itself has a similar error (∼22%).
Predicting mean snow depths over a larger length scale (1.5 km) gives lower errors for the snow depth
estimates (14%), which allows for a lower uncertainty in sea ice thickness estimates at the 1.5 km scale
of ∼20%.
We find that the highest contribution to the sea ice thickness uncertainty, using our snow depth
estimates from the ConvNet, is from the uncertainty in sea ice density. This suggests that estimating
snow depth from sea ice surface texture alone may be sufficiently accurate to constrain SIT, and that
improved treatment of sea ice density is now at least as important. However, this result needs further
evaluation for other regions, such as the Bellingshausen/Amundsen sea, for which OIB snow depths
are significantly deeper.
Ultimately, this work may provide insight into suitable length scales for snow depth analysis and
suggestions of relevant metrics to predict snow depth for other high-resolution datasets, including,
if the technique can be extended to linear topography data, ICESat-2.
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Appendix A. Example of Segment Matching
Figure A1 shows an example of the segment-matching algorithm in action. For this example,
we only use a subset of nearby windows for clarity. All relevant metrics are for all segments shown
are in Table A1. For example, for segment 1e, the only other segments it is matched to (here,
we use a similarity threshold of 0.04 so that we can just have 2 segment matches) that contain snow
depth measurements are 3c and 5e. The set of metrics M = {F, σ, entropy, L-kurtosis} for 1e is
{0.4349, 0.096, 3.841, 0.152}. Taking the differences between these values, M1e and their corresponding
values for segments 3c (M3c) and 5e (M5e) gives |M3c − M1e| = {0.007, 0.006, 0.071, 0.009} and
|M5e −M1e| = {0.173, 0.003, 0.022, 0.073}. Adding 0.001 to each value (to prevent taking a geometric
mean with a zero) and then taking their geometric means to give the similarity metric S gives
S3c = 0.0142 and S5e = 0.0330. The number of snow depth measurements for each segment
are N3c = 3 and N5e = 5. The resulting estimate for the mean F/D ratio for 1e is the weighted
harmonic mean of the ratios for segments 3c and 5e, weighted by N/S (normalized). We assume more
points = more confidence in the textural match, and lower S = higher similarity = more confidence
in the textural match. The (unnormalized) weights are therefore N3c/S3c = 3/0.142 = 212 and
N5e/S5e = 5/0.0330 = 151. To normalize, we simply divide the weights by their sum, to give a final
weight of 0.58 for segment 3c and 0.42 for segment 5e. The mean ratio is determined by taking the





The estimated snow for this segment is therefore F1e/4.79 = 0.091 m. The true (extrapolated) segment
mean snow depth (scaling F1e by the F/D ratio for that segment) should be 0.434/2.290 = 0.190 m,
so the overall prediction error for this segment is 52% (or 9.9 cm). Note that in the full algorithm, instead
of taking 4 nearby lidar windows, all lidar windows within ±10 km are checked for textural matches
(potentially up to 120 windows). The similarity threshold is also higher in the real algorithm (0.050),
which will also give more matching segments (in this example, it would also match 1e with 1d and 4c).
Lastly, we require at least 9 snow depth samples to be used in the calculation, and so this particular
example (that uses a total of 8 snow depth points) would be discarded as a low-quality estimate.
Figure A1. Example segment matching, for a similarity threshold of 0.04. Segments are color-coded to
show their textural matches: 1a is matched to 2b, 3b, 3d; 1b is matched to 4b, 5b; 1c is matched to 1d, 2c,
3c, 4d, 5d; 1e is matched to 2a, 2c, 3c, 4d, 5e and 2b is matched to 3a.
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Table A1. List of metrics for the segments in Figure A1: the segment ID, the segment area, the number
of snow depth samples in that segment (N), the mean of all raw snow depth measurements (D),
the mean snow freeboard for the whole segment(F), the standard deviation of the snow freeboard (σ),
the mean entropy of the segment, the L-kurtosis of the segment snow freeboard. F/D is the harmonic
mean of all snow depth measurements within the segment and the corresponding mean snow freeboard
for that snow radar footprint. This means that F/D is not the same as taking the quotient of the F and
D columns.
ID Area (m2) N D (m) F (m) σ (m) Entropy L-Kurtosis F/D
1a 1143 0 - 0.6255 0.133 4.357 0.191 -
1b 16,454 8 0.2546 0.805 0.209 4.506 0.133 3.72
1c 1090 0 - 0.4833 0.074 4.016 0.092 -
1d 5032 2 0.1500 0.491 0.074 3.732 0.121 3.34
1e 8681 3 0.2033 0.434 0.096 3.841 0.152 2.29
2a 6374 0 - 0.4277 0.113 4.150 0.111 -
2b 18,009 13 0.2355 0.887 0.274 4.726 0.097 3.83
2c 1001 0 - 0.4279 0.103 4.088 0.119 -
2d 6276 0 - 0.4160 0.138 3.981 0.193 -
2e 740 0 - 0.2313 0.071 3.799 0.027 -
3a 16,027 5 0.2555 0.864 0.409 4.753 0.084 3.00
3b 7698 7 0.1573 0.660 0.154 4.209 0.200 4.31
3c 6451 3 0.1039 0.441 0.090 3.770 0.143 4.57
3d 2224 0 - 0.4831 0.148 4.400 0.187 -
4a 964 0 - 0.6883 0.105 4.117 0.147 -
4b 25,523 16 0.1680 0.637 0.197 4.472 0.137 3.44
4c 4784 1 0.1322 0.374 0.086 4.024 0.128 2.75
4d 1129 0 - 0.4086 0.078 3.937 0.118 -
5a 14,752 6 0.3305 1.313 0.291 4.944 0.123 4.43
5b 1521 0 - 0.9537 0.203 4.678 0.139 -
5c 7251 1 0.1305 0.779 0.160 4.431 0.246 5.27
5d 2424 1 0.2169 0.636 0.076 3.608 0.097 3.16
5e 4486 5 0.1281 0.607 0.093 3.819 0.079 5.12
5f 548 0 - 0.6733 0.079 3.935 0.056 -
5g 1418 2 0.3406 0.840 0.083 4.265 0.188 2.26
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